[Book] Everyone Believes It Most Will Be Wrong Motley Thoughts
On Investing And The Economy
When somebody should go to the book stores, search introduction by shop, shelf by shelf, it is truly problematic. This is why we give the books compilations in this
website. It will utterly ease you to see guide everyone believes it most will be wrong motley thoughts on investing and the economy as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you essentially want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be
all best area within net connections. If you plan to download and install the everyone believes it most will be wrong motley thoughts on investing and the economy,
it is unconditionally simple then, past currently we extend the colleague to purchase and create bargains to download and install everyone believes it most will be
wrong motley thoughts on investing and the economy as a result simple!

Our Almost Impossible Universe-R. Mirman 2006 WHY GOD COULD NOT CREATE THE UNIVERSE WITH A DIFFERENT DIMENSION EVEN IF IT WANTED TO
or perhaps anything else. Perhaps the universe must be the way it is. It seems that what is omnipotent is mathematics, elementary arithmetic, just counting. Yet
even mathematics is not powerful enough to create a universe there are just too many conditions, conflicting. Existence is impossible. Beyond that for there to
be structure is quite inconceivable. But the universe does exist, there are galaxies, stars, even the possibility of life. That life is possible merely allows it to exist
but only with the greatest good fortune does it actually occur. Intelligence is vastly less likely, ability and technology far more improbable. That we are, what we
are, seem so strange, inconceivable, that we are left merely with wonder and, as we seem unable to realize, the need for the deepest care, responsibility and
gratitude. We have been given by the unbelievable benevolence of chance, no life, but life with the most wondrous part of the universe, the ability to think, to
know, to create, to wonder and thus the demand that we use our most awesome gifts to protect them, to protect and preserve the world in which they exist, and
the life, likely so rare if not unique in the universe, which has received these astounding favors of chance, that has been given by nature its most exalted
constituents. What we are requires that we enhance what we are, what we are part of, to see, understand and be grateful. An exploration of the precise
conditions required for the existence of humans in the universe. ...the author does an admirable job delineating the laws of physics without becoming too
bogged down in complicated jargon, and he maintains a sense of wonder about the unique and random nature of the universe. He repeatedly celebrates our
highly improbable achievements as a species, marveling at our ability to use the language of abstract mathematics to unravel the mysteries of existence. ... the
prevailing tone of the narrative is clear and confident, marked by a meticulous attention to detail. An...often fascinating journey through the history of the
universe and mankind. -Kirkus Discoveries"
Shattering the Glass Slipper-Charles W. Marshall 2003-09 Through the use of imagery and allegory, "Shattering the Glass Slipper" empowers the reader with a
pragmatic, alternative perspective while retaining all the charm, simplicity, and attraction of a fairy tale.
The Sacred History-Mark Booth 2014-02-11 This collection of stories and illustrations—all about the wonders of the spiritual realm—takes you on a captivating
ride from the great myths of ancient civilization to astounding discoveries of the modern era. Written by the New York Times bestselling author of The Secret
History of the World, The Sacred History takes you on a captivating journey through the great myths of ancient civilizations to the astounding discoveries of the
modern era. The Sacred History is the epic story of human interaction with angels and other forms of higher intelligence, starting from Creation all the way
through to the operations of the supernatural in the modern world. What emerges is an alternative history of great men and women, guided by angels or
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demons, and the connection between modern-day mystics and their ancient counterparts. This spellbinding historical narrative brings together great
figures—such as Krishna, Moses, Buddha, Elijah, Mary and Jesus, and Mohammed—and stories from African, Native American, and Celtic traditions. Woven into
this is an amazing array of mystical connections, including the surprising roots not only of astrology and alternative medicine but also of important literary and
artistic movements, aspects of mainstream science and religion and a wide range of cultural references that takes in modern cinema, music and literature. This
is a book of true stories, but it is also a book about stories. It shows how they can tell us things about the deep structure of the human experience that are
sometimes forgotten, revealing mysterious and mystic patterns, and helping us to see the operation of the supernatural in our own lives.
Armor- 1996
The Grounds of Belief: a Lecture Read Before the United Church of England and Ireland Young Men's Society, Belfast, Etc-Joseph John Murphy 1865
The Philosophy of The X-Files-Dean A. Kowalski 2009-03-27 In The Philosophy of The X-Files, Dean A. Kowalski has gathered a remarkable cast of contributors
to shed light on the philosophical mysteries of the television show The X-Files. With sections devoted to the show's credos, such as "The Truth Is Out There,"
individual characters, and specific episodes, The Philosophy of The X-Files illuminates the philosophical assumptions and presuppositions of the show as well as
presents discussions through the show to help the reader better understand philosophy and philosophical inquiry.
The Sacred Work of Grandparents Raising Grandchildren-Elaine K. Williams 2011-08-10 You are not alone if you are one of the staggering numbers of
grandparents who are raising their grandchildren! Are you confused by the generational gaps, challenging communications, and tough questions like, “Why are
my parents so old? Why is my father in jail? Why doesn’t my mother show up to visit when she promised?” The Sacred Work of Grandparents Raising Their
Grandchildren is the first book that contains answers and stories to address these unique issues and challenges—from one grandparent to another. You’ll enjoy
the practical suggestions on how grandchildren can manage and solve some of their own problems, while learning how to cope with your own distinctive life
challenges. As a parenting grandparent, a kinship caregiver, a teacher, or a social service worker, you must read this book for invaluable insight. No other book
takes on the complex challenges that parenting grandparents face with such depth and truth. How relieved and grateful you’ll be for the inspiration, knowledge
and wisdom by the time you reach the conclusion! “Through the stories told by grandparents themselves, Elaine K. Williams reveals the challenges,
commitment, and love experienced by grandparents raising their grandchildren. This book not only provides understanding and helpful information, but will
also touch the hearts of all who read it.” —Sandy P., a grandparent who raised a grandchild “I’ve waited five years for this wonderful author, Elaine K. Williams,
to complete her groundbreaking gathering of knowledge from three generations so that we can clearly see the patterns of grandparents who are raising their
grandchildren. The most important points are to help grandparents understand the dynamics of the emotional and behavioral challenges their grandchildren
face, and the impactful trauma that all generations experience. She brings the keys of caring, connection, and communication forward to assist families to heal.
Highly recommended.” —Dr. Caron Goode, EdD, NCC, author of the award-winning book Raising Intuitive Children
The Black Diamond- 1915
Living Magically-Gill Edwards 2012-03-29 Living Magically is a book that has changed countless lives. In this lively and inspiring guide to the tools and
techniques of metaphysics, Gill Edwards outlines a spiritually-based psychology for the times that we live in. Taking a practical self-help approach, Living
Magically will help you to: Rediscover your inner wisdom; Break through your fears, blockages and limitations; Let go of the past and reach for the future; Grow
through love and joy, rather than pain and struggle; Heal your inner child; 'Listen to the whispers' from your Higher Self; Make your dreams come true
Annals of Saint Joseph- 1913
When Can You Trust the Experts?-Daniel T. Willingham 2012-06-20 Clear, easy principles to spot what's nonsense and what's reliable Each year, teachers,
administrators, and parents face a barrage of new education software, games, workbooks, and professional development programs purporting to be "based on
the latest research." While some of these products are rooted in solid science, the research behind many others is grossly exaggerated. This new book, written
by a top thought leader, helps everyday teachers, administrators, and family members—who don't have years of statistics courses under their belts—separate
the wheat from the chaff and determine which new educational approaches are scientifically supported and worth adopting. Author's first book, Why Don't
Students Like School?, catapulted him to superstar status in the field of education Willingham's work has been hailed as "brilliant analysis" by The Wall Street
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Journal and "a triumph" by The Washington Post Author blogs for The Washington Post and Brittanica.com, and writes a column for American Educator In this
insightful book, thought leader and bestselling author Dan Willingham offers an easy, reliable way to discern which programs are scientifically supported and
which are the equivalent of "educational snake oil."
Treatment of Infants Born with Handicapping Conditions-United States. Congress. House. Committee on Education and Labor. Subcommittee on Select
Education 1983
Face Your Fear-Shmuley Boteach 2013-09-17 A world famous thinker, author, lecturer, and activist, whose diverse, acclaimed and immensely popular body of
work covers such subjects as religion, relationships, and bravery, Boteach now turns his attention to America's present state of mind and comes to the
conclusion that fear is crippling society with unprecedented force. The only way to escape this climate is to learn what fear is and how to overcome it. He
tackles fear headlong and answers the following questions: What is fear? What is it doing to us? Why is it affecting us now more than ever before? How can we
be so powerful a society yet so succeptible to fear? How can we conquer it? Why do we need to conquer it? Face Your Fear is a book so relevant that it has a
chance to be absorbed by society's consciousness and to change the way we think.
Rethinking the Good-Larry S. Temkin 2012-01-20 In choosing between moral alternatives -- choosing between various forms of ethical action -- we typically
make calculations of the following kind: A is better than B; B is better than C; therefore A is better than C. These inferences use the principle of transitivity and
are fundamental to many forms of practical and theoretical theorizing, not just in moral and ethical theory but in economics. Indeed they are so common as to
be almost invisible. What Larry Temkin's book shows is that, shockingly, if we want to continue making plausible judgments, we cannot continue to make these
assumptions. Temkin shows that we are committed to various moral ideals that are, surprisingly, fundamentally incompatible with the idea that "better than"
can be transitive. His book develops many examples where value judgments that we accept and find attractive, are incompatible with transitivity. While this
might seem to leave two options -- reject transitivity, or reject some of our normative commitments in order to keep it -- Temkin is neutral on which path to
follow, only making the case that a choice is necessary, and that the cost either way will be high. Temkin's book is a very original and deeply unsettling work of
skeptical philosophy that mounts an important new challenge to contemporary ethics.
Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees Journal- 1920
The Saturday Evening Post- 1921
The Very Hungry City-Austin Troy 2012-01-01 "This book explores how cities around the world consume energy, assesses innovative ideas for reducing urban
energy consumption, and discusses why energy efficiency will determine which cities thrive economically in the future"--Provided by publisher.
The Elevator Constructor- 1904
Religious Freedom-Melvin I. Urofsky 2002-01-01 This volume provides in a single source a thorough grounding in the origin, development, and current
controversies surrounding the free practice of religion. * Four chapters discuss the development of religious freedom from its roots in tribal societies through
key court decisions of the 1990s * A chronology outlines significant events and court decisions from 1776 to 2001, and a table lists all of the pertinent cases
alphabetically
The Advance Guide- 1919
Sage, Saint and Sophist-Graham Anderson 2014-01-27 Holy men, both pagan and Christian are persistent and puzzling figures in the religious life of the Roman
Empire. In this first historical study of Holy Men for more than half a century, Dr Anderson applies techniques of literary analysis to throw light on the lifestyles
and behaviour of these figures, from Jesus Christ to Peregrinus Proteus to dio Chrysostom, stressing their individuality as much as their common features. Sage,
Saint and Sophist examines the variety of services, real or imaginary, that these colouful figures had to offer and how they maintained their credibility to
become the objects of successful religious cults.
The Shorter Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy-Edward Craig 2005-11-29 The Shorter REP presents the very best of the acclaimed ten volume Routledge
Encyclopedia of Philosophy in a single volume. It makes a selection of the most important entries available for the first time and covers all you need to know
about philosophy, from Aristotle to Wittgenstein and animals and ethics to scientific method. Comprising over 900 entries and covering the major philosophers
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and philosophical topics, The Shorter REP includes the following special features: Unrivalled coverage of major philosophers, themes, movements and periods
making the volume indispensable for any student or general reader Fully cross-referenced Revised versions of many of the most important entries, including
fresh suggestions for further reading Over twenty brand new entries on important new topics such as Cloning and Sustainability entries by many leading
philosophers such as Bernard Williams, Martha Nussbaum, Richard Rorty, Onora O'Neill, T.M. Scanlon and Anthony Appiah Striking new text design to help
locate key entries quickly and easily An outstanding guide to all things philosophical, The Shorter Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy provides an unrivalled
introduction to the subject for students and general readers alike.
The Ernest Holmes Papers-Ernest Holmes 2014 For the first time, the three hard-to-get volumes known as The Ernest Holmes Papersare published in one
volume. Comprising transcripts of talks that Ernest Holmes gave over his career, this edition of The Ernest Holmes Paperscollects Holmes's wisdom on prayer,
life, prosperity, and God. Used by thousands of spiritual students around the world in previous editions, this first-ever omnibus edition will contain a new
introduction from Dr. Kenn Gordon, spiritual leader of the Centers for Spiritual Living. The three works contained in this single volume are- The Philosophy of
Ernest Holmes- This gathers talks given publicity and privately by Dr. Holmes not long before his passing in 1960, as well as two of his earliest published
articles. The Anatomy of Healing Prayer- Overlooked in the accomplishments of Ernest Holmes was his extreme dedication to healing - including research into
and study of all areas of healing, traditional and spiritual. This work reveals many of those lost ideas. Ideas of Power- The talks here are from the 'Golden Age'
of Ernest Holmes's teachings. Their focus, different from that of the previous two works, helps round out the picture of the man and his thought.
Truth, Spirituality and Contemporary Issues-Richard Beck 2002 This title covers many of the key topics taught in classrooms today.
A Conspiracy Website # 6Between Innocence and Despair-Ethan Surland 2015-01-08 Andrew Witchland is a despondent and depressed man in search of hope. He is poisoned with
destructive memories of his service in the military. After fleeing into Northern England, Andrew is forced to live behind a false identity. He walks through the
moors daily in the chains of his own depravity in search of a key to free himself. Rachel Graceling is a young and wealthy lady, whose life is headed into a forced
marriage. She is desperately trying to find a way out of the clutches of a man who wants her for ambiguous reasons. When their paths inevitably cross, Andrew
Witchland wonders if he can trust Rachel Graceling with his darkest secrets. Or if his past is worth telling her and losing a very precious relationship that may
save his sanity.
From Miracle to Miracle-Timothy J. King 2011-02 This book is about the miracle power of God and how we can all tap into that miraculous power through
simple obedience. I believe that we can all have as many miracles as we want if we would be willing to pay the price. We need to learn what opens the windows
of heaven then do it. I have been experiencing the miraculous for over thirty years and would like to share what I believe anyone can do to make miracles
happen.
Our Knowledge of God-K.J. Clark 2012-12-06 Natural theology is the project of articulating, defending and CntlClzmg arguments for the existence and nature of
God without the aid of special revelation. Philosophical theology, which employs the rational methods of natural theology, is not restricted to premises that are
discernible through observation and reason; it may rightly employ premises that are knowable through special revelation. While the project of natural theology
may be construed as an attempt to demonstrate God's existence, one cannot ignore the importance of using reason or experience to understand, determine or
assess attributes. One will want to know at the conclusion of a proof in natural God's theology if one has proved the existence of God and not merely the prim
urn mobilum, source of moral obligation or a committee of finite designers; while God may be the prime mover and designer of the cosmos, none of these
attributes alone is sufficient for making a claim to divinity. It is, therefore, difficult to distinguish sharply the project of natural theology from philosophi cal
theology. The project of classical natural theology has been the attempt to prove God's existence and nature with arguments that employ premises that all
rational creatures are obliged to accept.
The Message of the New Testament (Foreword by John MacArthur)-Mark Dever 2007-05-01 The New Testament is the story of how all the promises made by
God in the Old Testament were kept-and what that means for us today. The nation of Israel had many hopes: hope for a deliverer, hope for restored fellowship
with God, and hope for the world to be put right. The New Testament explains how those promises were kept and how, if we are Christians, they are kept in us
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as well. Mark Dever surveys the historical context, organization, and theology of each New Testament book, in light of God's Old Testament promises. His
message is that of the New Testament itself, one of hope fulfilled.
Informal Logic-Irving M. Copi 1996 On logic
Hollywood in Crisis-Colin Schindler 2005-08-19 First published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Moral Skepticisms-Walter Sinnott-Armstrong 2006-01-26 All contentious moral issues--from gay marriage to abortion and affirmative action--raise difficult
questions about the justification of moral beliefs. How can we be justified in holding on to our own moral beliefs while recognizing that other intelligent people
feel quite differently and that many moral beliefs are distorted by self-interest and by corrupt cultures? Even when almost everyone agrees--e.g. that
experimental surgery without consent is immoral--can we know that such beliefs are true? If so, how? These profound questions lead to fundamental issues
about the nature of morality, language, metaphysics, justification, and knowledge. They also have tremendous practical importance in handling controversial
moral questions in health care ethics, politics, law, and education. Sinnott-Armstrong here provides an extensive overview of these difficult subjects, looking at
a wide variety of questions, including: Are any moral beliefs true? Are any justified? What is justified belief? The second half of the book explores various moral
theories that have grappled with these issues, such as naturalism, normativism, intuitionism, and coherentism, all of which are attempts to answer moral
skepticism. Sinnott-Armstrong argues that all these approaches fail to rule out moral nihilism--the view that nothing is really morally wrong or right, bad or
good. Then he develops his own novel theory,--"moderate Pyrrhonian moral skepticism"--which concludes that some moral beliefs can be justified out of a
modest contrast class but no moral beliefs can be justified out of an extreme contrast class. While explaining this original position and criticizing alternatives,
Sinnott-Armstrong provides a wide-ranging survey of the epistemology of moral beliefs.
Verbatim-William Brandt 1994 The product of more than 30 interviews with convicted murderers, their families and the families of murder victims, this work
was devised as mixture of documentary and drama to be performed by a solo actor. Miranda Harcourt's performance in prisons and in theatres in New Zealand
and Edinburgh has been widely acclaimed. The text of the performance piece is presented, and there is an afterword by William Brandt.
Theological Foundations of Counseling-Thomas Edgington, Ph.D._ 2015-02-10 Theological Foundations is designed to give the reader an understanding of a
biblical theory of personality. That theory provides a set of "lenses" through which the biblical counselor can look as he/she works with clients. The book begins
with presuppositions and a theory of integration which are followed by a description of 7 capacities that make up a theory of personality. The first 2 capacities
provide a theory of motivation that help the counselor know what drives people. Tips for counseling are given throughout the book pertaining to each of the
capacities described.
Justice & Is Just Us-Harold B. Wooten 2009-02 Gee Brooks is a young, idealistic probation officer in Maryland who wants to make a difference. She's one of the
few officers who doesn't think a new case is a new burden. Gee believes most offenders have positive attributes, but she is caught in a criminal justice system
that tries to catch offenders failing and then send them back to prison. Harsh punishment for offenders is the norm the accepted culture. A tragic event with a
parolee under her supervision propels Gee to confront both the system and the emotional scars buried within her. Enraged by the external tragedy, she erupts
into an abrasive public confrontation with a powerful state parole commissioner. Gee and her officer friends Huggie, Pepe, and Hattie known as the Cuatro
Amigos, spontaneously forge an unstoppable grassroots uprising. The humanistic revolution, as it's sarcastically referred to by the press, is on. The Cuatro
Amigos hope to survive the punishment that managers and state officials have planned for them long enough to gain the support of the community. A story of
friendship, healing, and leaning into conflict, Justice Is Just Us demonstrates the power of support in changing behavior from the mighty to the meek.
Mediation-Alan Stitt 2004-04-30 This unique and practical resource shows what mediation is, the rationale behind it and how it differs from litigation. It
explains every aspect of the mediation process and provides practical tips and useful case studies, clearly setting out all the do's and don'ts of mediation.
Thinking God-Owen F. Cummings 2011-09-22 The last decade or so has seen many books from what might be called "the new atheists." One thinks, for example,
of Richard Dawkins or Christopher Hitchens. They have captured the interest of the general reading public and have sold well. Often, however, they have
loaded the dice against Christian belief in a most unfair fashion. Arguments and issues have been summarily dismissed after the most cursory of treatments.
Thinking God, written by a philosopher and a theologian, father and son, invites the reader to a more reflective consideration of the issues around God and the
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traditional fabric of Christian belief in a fair and openhanded fashion. Issues, both traditional and more contemporary, have been engaged. The result is an
invitation to think of Christian faith seriously, reflectively, and critically.
Think! Different-Andreas Boskugel 2015-03-25 Think! Different is a different kind of self-help book: the author, Andreas Boskugel, is well-known in Europe and
appreciated for his clear and direct manner. Boskugel has taken the law of attraction to its systematic and logical conclusion! This book is completely free of
otherwise typical references to moral or religious "standards" because the law of attraction – like all natural laws – isn't based on morality or religion.
Consequently the author has a very different take than do others on success; for example, he doesn't idolize hard work, honesty and gratitude ad absurdum, for
these are only religious and cultural based opinions and actually contradict the law of attraction. The author also forgoes otherwise typical teachings about
what is right or wrong; after all, what is "right" is individually defined. Feigned pity or morality sermons are also not included in this work. This work is for
those who love the integrity of the law of attraction and prefer clarity over political correctness. And it's for those who really want to get somewhere in life and
who therefore question existing opinions. It's for people who are able to think on their own instead of going with the flow. For many, it was not until reading
this book that they finally understood the law of attraction, for the topics in this book are more logically organized than in other popular works, and insights are
offered that can dramatically improve the lives of readers. Completely new insights about the existing laws of life can help readers become invincible masters of
their own destiny. Keywords: Law of Attraction, Self-Help, Success, Wealth, Dream, Wish Fulfillment, Love, Relationship, Money
The Coalition-Bob Avis 2007-11-29 Tuebor was the most advanced civilization in our sector of the galaxy and they willingly shared their technology with most of
the civilizations they encountered during their space explorations. This led to the formation of the Hocage Alliance. The Vate decided that the Tuebor led
Alliance would be an easy acquisition and started a war. However, they underestimated the resistance of the other members of the Alliance and found
themselves in a vicious stalemate. The Balekian Empire engaged the Vate during their conquest of all civilizations they encountered. The Vate realized that they
could not defeat the Empire, therefore, asked the Alliance to join them in an effort to defeat a enemy who eventually would consume the Alliance. After
thousands of years of war, a truce was finally signed which eventually led to the formation of THE COALITION. Tueborian influence within THE COALITION
began to erode and they sought help from the remnants of the genetically related colony established on Earth 66 million years ago. This led to the 12.3 lightyear separation of a teenage girl and her parents. Jackie and Bob Cavish were supposedly killed in a car crash. After the initial shock of her parents deaths,
Denise Cavish questions police about several incidents surrounding the accident that doesnt make sense including the unauthorized cremation of the bodies.
The disappearance of Denises best friend Kim Longley seems to be unrelated to the Cavishs apparent deaths. Acting on her own, Denise follows a lead that
takes her to a remote fishing cabin in Montana where she almost kills the man responsible for reuniting the family. Once together the family helps the
Tueborians and THE COALITION in dealing with the Genigans and Ammonoids in Book I; the Imini, Esortians, and Reptilians in Book II; and the United
Reptilian Systems, the Plasma People and the Cosmic Creature in Book III. The Genigans and especially the Reptilians tend to settle any disputes with war. The
Imini are always in constant flight for survival but will fight to eat. The Esortians chase the Imini throughout the galaxy and multi- dimensions while attacking
anyone who helps their foe. The Ammonoids are reluctant to share and prefer to control situations through the non-confrontational use of their technology. The
Plasma People and the Cosmic Creature arewell far out. Book III concludes with the Day Of Truth and the final chance for Earth to join THE COALITION. The
story gives an awesome sense of appreciation for each species own very special but trivial place in this magnificent mysterious multidimensional ever-evolving
universe. They learned to face issues far greater than their own personal needs. As a group they gradually learned that they must bind together for mutual
protection and prosperity. THE COALITION provides adventure, mystery, humor and a touch of love all developed by the gradual blending of characters and
species. It also provides some thoughts concerning the following questions: Did you ever wonder why the Chicxulub impact was so amazingly effective in wiping
out all dinosaurs on Earth? Why Earth has humanoids of various colors? Which, if any, humanoids are indigenous to Earth? Why media exposure to science
fiction has dramatically increased during the past 25 years?
A New Education for New Minds-Marquis R. Nave 2014-08-15 The education system provides a great way to peer into the potential of the human mind, but it’s
come up short in unleashing it. Marquis R. Nave, who has taught English at the college level for 10 years, has discovered that student’s minds are the center of
education and that their ideas about their mental capabilities is crucial to developing a new education. Students who don’t believe in the creative power of their
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minds end up being trained to do work. Educators and educational institutions must help them activate their mental potential so they can create solutions for
themselves and the world. In a series of essays, Nave examines the shortcomings of the education system, challenging the way we perceive and think about
knowledge, education, and our own awareness. A second section helps students write effective, college-level essays. Whether you’re a student, an educator, or a
supporter of educational reform, A New Education for New Minds will spark ideas that have long lingered in your own mind.
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